
Transforming Africa’s 
Biggest Polluter 

GreenNewEskom.org 
This presentation is for public use as part 
of the Green Eskom campaign. Please feel 
free to edit and use in your education and 

outreach efforts.  
 



Structure of talk

• Introduction of the Green New Eskom 
campaign 

• Analysis of the problem 

• Overview of the campaign’s proposed 
solutions 

• Eskom’s just transition plans – a snap shot  
• The Department of Mineral Resources 

and Energy’s Harmful Agenda



We are calling for a Green New 
Eskom – a rapid and just transition 
to a more socially owned, 
renewable energy powered 
economy, providing clean, safe, 
and affordable energy for all, with 
no worker and community left 
behind in the transition. 
 
Full list of demands at 
GreenNewEskom.org



Eskom on the edge
● Reliance on unreliable, 

aging, and expensive 
coal power plants 

● Loadshedding & load 
reduction 

● Deep in debt 
 ~R500 billion 

● Corruption & 
mismanagement 

● Biggest polluter on the 
continent



Cost of electricity in South Africa 
increased 400% in 10 years. 





Benefits of 
Renewable 

Energy



A Just Transition
1. Just A Transition  

2. A Protective Just Transition 

3. A Transformative Just Transition



More socially owned 
renewables

• Socially owned renewable 
energy comes in many 
forms, where energy is 
owned by workers, 
cooperatives, 
communities, citizens, 
municipalities, and the 
state through entities like 
Eskom.  

• The aim of social 
ownership is for the 
benefits of energy to go 
more to the people and 
less to profit for 
multinational 
corporations.





Progressive Unions

• Building a “New Eskom”: Fully Public and 
Serving the People 

• Securing a Democratic and Just Energy 
Transition 

• Working Towards a Socially Owned 
Renewable Energy System 

Core commitments from Alternative 
Information & Development Centre is 

involved in a research process together with 
Trade Unions for Energy Democracy & the 
Transnational Institute, NUM and NUMSA



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qHiwzO8Lug


Systems Change, Not 
Climate Change
• To meet the 1.5°C target will “require 

rapid and far-reaching transitions in 
energy, land, urban infrastructure 
(including transport and buildings), and 
industrial systems” – Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (2018) 

• Such a transformation the IPCC report 
shows, holds the potential for ensuring 
better progress on poverty alleviation, 
and significant economic opportunities 
which can create a better, more equal 
and prosperous world





Some slides courtesy of 
Eskom’s Just Energy 
Transition Office 
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Further details for the roadmap currently being developed:  
Eskom’s Just Energy Transition (JET) Roadmap

CURRENT 2025-2030 2030-2040* 2040-2050*

THE JET ROADMAP

Environment 
• Pursuing 

accelerated 
emissions 
reductions

Finance 
• Evaluating JET 

Transaction 
• Climate 

financing 
options 

• Tariff pathway

Social 
• Repurposing and 

Repowering  
• Microgrid scaleup 
• Localisation 

potential

lists of projects not exhaustive

Environment 
• Air quality 

improvement 
• Large scale RE

Finance 
• Implementing 

Climate finance 
Partnership 
model

Innovation 
• Storage options 
• Smart Grid

Social 
• Implementation 

of socio-
economic, skills 
plans 

• Repurposing 
• Reskilling lab

Environment 
• Vast emissions 

reductions 
• RE capacity 

increase 
  
Finance 
• Established PPPs 
• Financial 

sustainability

Innovation 
• Blue / Green 

Hydrogen plant 
• Storage 

established

Social 
• Continued 

repurposing, 
• Local manufacture 

implementation

Environment 
• Net Zero by 2050 
  

Finance 
• Climate financing 

projects 
underway 

• Financial 
sustainability 

Innovation 
• Technological 

breakthroughs  

Social 
• Thriving 

communities 
• Thriving local 

manufacture 

* Will change as innovation and technological change is realised

Innovation 
• Storage options 
• SSEG 
• Grid 

strengthening
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Collaboration with government, business, business associations, academia and 
civil society to drive the Just Transition in the country

Optimising green and climate financing opportunities. Agreements with funders 
for repurposing, greenfield renewables, SSEG options and grid strengthening 

Accelerate large scale Renewables build – own build, partnerships and PPAs

4

1

5

3

Research into technological solutions for the 2050 roadmap, including storage 
options and the hydrogen economy.

Detailed social impact work - including skills requirements, retraining and 
quantifying the potential for local manufacture and supporting the reindustrialization 
agenda – pursuing job creation

6

Increased transparency of Eskom’s JET initiatives through local, national and 
international standards for disclosures and reporting

7

Input to country level JT roadmaps through NBI and BUSA, and policy landscape 
through DPE, DMRE, DEFF, NT, NPC and the PCCC8

Eskom’s JET Strategic Objectives

2 Accelerate repurposing and repowering – exploring best funding and partnership models 

ESKOM’S JUST ENERGY TRANSITION (JET) VISION
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Green energy can 
contribute improving 
investor attractiveness

Repurposing coal plant 
means preserving 
socio-economic 
development

Contribution 
to the Paris 
Agreement 
commitment

Reduction in 
emissions improving 
air quality

Job creation and 
upskilling due to 
higher localisation 
potential

Create growth 
opportunities Contribute to 

reigniting local 
manufacture

JET BENEFITS ARE WIDE-RANGING

RE technologies have shorter 
lead times, lower cost and 
will add generation capacity

THE JET BENEFITS



Questions 
and 
Challenges 
for Eskom  

IMPLEMENTATION SCALE OF 
PRIVATISATION? 

DEVIL IN THE DETAILS

JUST TRANSITION – 
PROCEDURAL AND 

SUBSTANTIVE JUSTICE

AMBITION – NET ZERO 
BY 2050 TOO LATE

POLITICAL 
INTERFERENCE



Questions 
and 
Challenges 
for Eskom  

IMPLEMENTATION SCALE OF 
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JUST TRANSITION – 
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"Holding the increase in global 
average temperature to well  

below 2°C above pre-industrial 
levels and to pursue efforts  to limit 

the temperature increase even 
further to 1.5°C”  

–  Paris Climate Agreement (2015) 

"A global goal of about 2°C is to 
condemn Africa to incineration”  

 - Archbishop Desmond Tutu (2009)
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“Climate change is the  
defining human development 
challenge of the 21st Century. 
Failure to respond to that 
challenge… will stall and then 
reverse progress built-up 
over generations not just in 
cutting extreme poverty, but 
in health, nutrition, education 
and other areas.”
 – UN Human Development 
Report (2007)
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Rapid transformation is possible





• Massive push for new coal, oil, 
& gas exploration and 
infrastucture 

• Sabotaging and delaying 
renewables 

• No just transition plan in place 
• Violating right to say no / free 

prior informed consent 
• Not holding corporations 

accountable for social labour 
plans
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“it costs more to run 35% of coal power plants than to build 
new renewable generation; by 2030 building new renewables 
will be cheaper than continuing to operate 96% of today’s 
existing and planned coal plants.”



- Expensive – R210 billion 
- Polluting 
- Foreign-owned and exempted 
from local manufacturing and 
procurement requirements 
- Rigged procurement process



Please  
visit  
GreenNewEskom.org  
and  
take action


